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THE STANDING COMMITTEE ON 
PUBLIC ACCOUNTS 

has the honour to present its 

THIRTY-THIRD REPORT 

Pursuant to its mandate under Standing Order 108(3)(g), the committee has studied the Report 4, 
International Assistance in Support of Gender Equality—Global Affairs Canada, of the 2023 Reports 
1 to 4 of the Auditor General of Canada and has agreed to report the following:



 

 

 



 

INTERNATIONAL ASSISTANCE IN 
SUPPORT OF GENDER EQUALITY 

KEY FINDINGS OF THE AUDITOR GENERAL OF CANADA 

• There were significant weaknesses in the way Global Affairs Canada 
(GAC) managed project information. The department was not effectively 
monitoring its funded projects or reporting on them. 

• The annual reports to Parliament on international assistance captured 
outputs for only around half of GAC’s funded projects. This was 
insufficient to accurately reflect outcomes rapports. 

• GAC did not meet two out of three of Canada’s Feminist International 
Assistance Policy spending commitments.1 

 
1 Office of the Auditor General of Canada (OAG), International Assistance in Support of Gender Equality—

Global Affairs Canada, Report 4 of the 2023 Reports of the Auditor General of Canada, At a Glance, Key 
findings. 

https://www.oag-bvg.gc.ca/internet/English/parl_oag_202303_04_e_44207.html
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SUMMARY OF THE COMMITTEE’S RECOMMENDATIONS AND 
TIMELINES 

Table 1—Summary of the Committee’s Recommendations and Timelines 

Recommendation Recommended Measure Timeline 

Recommendation 1 

Global Affairs Canada (GAC) must present the 
House of Commons Standing Committee on 
Public Accounts with: 

1) a progress report on the use of the new 
Project Documents Database; 

2) a report on the review of training taken 
by employees working in international 
assistance and an initial progress report 
on the development of the new grants 
and contributions management 
system; and 

3) a report indicating whether the 
department is still on track to develop 
its employee training plan in support of 
implementing the new grants and 
contributions management system as 
planned, and a second progress report on 
the development of this new system. 

The Committee also strongly encourages GAC 
to expedite implementation of its grants and 
contributions management system. 

1) 31 January 2024 
2) 31 December 2024 
3) 30 April 2024 

Recommendation 2 

GAC must present the Committee with a 
report on its new international assistance 
performance indicators; these indicators 
should measure not only outputs, but also 
outcomes. 

31 March 2024 

Recommendation 3 

GAC must present the Committee with a 
report on the adjustments of existing 
guidance, tools, training and processes to 
enhance the consideration of identity factors 
beyond age in project-level assessments. 

31 January 2024 
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INTRODUCTION 

About This Report 

On 27 March 2023, the reports of the Auditor General of Canada were tabled in the 
House of Commons and referred to the House of Commons Standing Committee on 
Public Accounts (the Committee) for study,2 one of which was “International Assistance 
in Support of Gender Equality—Global Affairs Canada.” This report summarizes the OAG 
report and sets out the Committee’s recommendations to GAC. 

Audit Parameters 

The key audit parameters of the OAG performance audit are summarized in Table 2. 

Table 2—Audit Parameters 

Audited 
Organization 

Global Affairs Canada (GAC or the department). 

Audit 
Objective 

To determine whether GAC implemented Canada’s Feminist International 
Assistance Policy by funding projects that supported gender equality and the 
empowerment of women and girls in low- and middle-income countries and 
by demonstrating that the projects were generating expected outcomes. 

Audit Period The audit conclusion applies to the period from 1 April 2017 to 31 October 
2022. 

Source:  Office of the Auditor General of Canada, International Assistance in support of gender equality—
Global Affairs Canada, Report 4 of the 2023 Reports of the Auditor General of Canada, About the 
Audit and para. 4.8. 

Background 

In 2017, Canada, led by GAC, launched Canada’s Feminist International Assistance Policy, 
which applies to all of the department’s international assistance spending. Under the 
policy, the department committed to funding projects that improve gender equality and 
the conditions of the world’s poorest and most marginalized populations. Women and 

 
2 House of Commons, Journals, 27 March 2023. 

https://www.oag-bvg.gc.ca/internet/English/att__e_44227.html
https://www.oag-bvg.gc.ca/internet/English/att__e_44227.html
https://www.ourcommons.ca/DocumentViewer/en/44-1/house/sitting-173/journals
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girls are disproportionately affected by factors such as poverty, population growth, and 
climate change.3 

Meeting of the Standing Committee on Public Accounts 

On 20 April 2023, the Committee held a meeting on the OAG report with the following in 
attendance: 

• OAG – Karen Hogan, Auditor General of Canada; Martin Dompierre, 
Assistant Auditor General; and Susan Robertson, Director 

• GAC – Christopher MacLennan, Deputy Minister, International 
Development; Patricia Peña, Assistant Deputy Minister, Partnerships for 
Development Innovation; and Natalie Lalonde, Chief Audit Executive, 
Office of the Chief Audit Executive4 

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

A. Monitoring and Reporting of Outcomes 

The OAG found that “Global Affairs Canada did not comprehensively monitor or report 
outcomes against policy goals.”5 

1. Information Management 

During the audit, department officials stated that some international assistance project 
documents were too difficult to locate and not available to audit for the following 
reasons: 

• Staff did not consistently use the department’s data repositories to 
manage project-level information. 

 
3 OAG, International Assistance in support of gender equality—Global Affairs Canada, Report 4 of the 2023 

Reports of the Auditor General of Canada, para. 4.5. DevData, a public, interactive dashboard, shows 
Canada’s international assistance spending and detailed data from all government sources. 

4 House of Commons, Standing committee on Public Accounts, Minutes, 1st session, 44th Parliament, 
20 April 2023, Meeting No. 58. 

5 OAG, International Assistance in support of gender equality—Global Affairs Canada, Report 4 of the 2023 
Reports of the Auditor General of Canada, para. 4.12. 

https://www.oag-bvg.gc.ca/internet/English/att__e_44227.html
https://www.international.gc.ca/transparency-transparence/international-assistance-report-stat-rapport-aide-internationale/dashboard-tableau-bord.aspx?lang=eng
https://www.ourcommons.ca/DocumentViewer/en/44-1/PACP/meeting-58/minutes
https://www.oag-bvg.gc.ca/internet/English/att__e_44227.html
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• There were no standardized procedures for storing and maintaining 
project information. 

• Some of the required information had been stored on computers of staff 
who had since left the department, so officials were unable to find it.6 

The OAG followed up repeatedly with the department and received documents over a 
period of four months, but the department did not provide all of the required 
information.7 Annex A contains additional information on this issue. 

During the audit, it was highly problematic that critical information, such as project 
progress reports, could not be readily found. The department could not use that 
information to monitor overall progress toward gender equality outcomes. It also could 
not demonstrate that it was assessing the impact of its spending or using the 
information that would otherwise be recorded in key documents to make decisions 
about many of the projects it was responsible for managing.8 

Consequently, the OAG made the following recommendation: 

Global Affairs Canada should take immediate action to invest in its information 
management systems and practices, including relevant training, so that the department 
has a comprehensive and reliable approach for storing, retrieving, and using its project 
information.9 

Christopher MacLennan, Deputy Minister, International Development, explained how 
the department was planning to address this recommendation: 

On the first recommendation, regarding GAC’s information management system, I have 
tasked the department with immediately putting in place interim measures for a single 
project documents database to store and manage all project documents. At the same 
time, the department will integrate the findings from this report into our larger, 
ongoing overhaul of our grants and contributions management system. This major 
transformation project, launched one year ago, will allow GAC to automate and 
streamline its business processes and systems to give us better information for decision-
making and improve the impact of Canada’s international assistance.10 

 
6 Ibid., para. 4.15. 

7 Ibid., para. 4.16. 

8 Ibid., para. 4.18. 

9 Ibid., para. 4.19. 

10 House of Commons, Standing committee on Public Accounts, Evidence, 1st session, 44th Parliament, 
20 April 2023, Meeting No. 58, 1535. 

https://www.ourcommons.ca/DocumentViewer/en/44-1/PACP/meeting-58/evidence
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GAC’s action plan sets out four measures to address this recommendation along 
with timelines: 

• Immediately increase awareness of the recently created Project 
Documents Database, which enables project leads to centralize links to 
key documents, such as funding agreements, evaluations and reports; 
track the use of this Database and adjust accordingly. Expected 
completion date: 31 May 2023. 

• Conduct a review of the training curriculum for all staff working on 
international assistance to support the implementation of the new grants 
and contributions management system. Expected completion date: 
31 December 2024. 

• Develop a training plan for all staff working on international assistance to 
support the implementation of the new grants and contributions 
management system, as part of the Grants and Contributions 
Transformation Initiative. Expected completion date: 30 June 2026.11 

• Implement a new grants and contributions management system that will 
facilitate the storage and retrieval of project documentation. This will 
help ensure that oversight, handover follow-up and due diligence efforts 
are easily accessible and better documented. Expected completion date: 
31 December 2026. 

The Committee is concerned that the department expects to take three years to 
implement its new grants and contributions management system; it therefore 
recommends: 

Recommendation 1—On Information Management 

That Global Affairs Canada present the House of Commons Standing Committee on 
Public Accounts: 

1) by 31 January 2024, with a progress report on the use of the new 
Project Documents Database; 

2) by 31 December 2024, with a report on the review of training taken by 
employees working in international assistance and an initial progress 

 
11 Global Affairs Canada (GAC), Detailed Action Plan, p. 1. 

https://www.noscommunes.ca/Content/Committee/441/PACP/WebDoc/WD11472270/PACP-Sessional-ActionPlans/2023-OAG/Rpt04/GlobalAffairsCanada-e.pdf
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report on the development of the new grants and contributions 
management system; and 

3) by 30 April 2024, with a report indicating whether the department is 
still on track to develop its employee training plan in support of 
implementing the new grants and contributions management system as 
planned, and a second progress report on the development of this new 
system. 

The Committee also strongly encourages Global Affairs Canada to expedite 
implementation of its grants and contributions management system. 

2. Tracking of Departmental Outcomes 

According to the OAG, GAC “established indicators to monitor progress toward achieving 
policy goals. However … 24 of 26 of the department’s policy indicators did not measure 
outcomes. An example of this was the number of people reached with nutritional 
support, which is not an outcome but an output. An outcome would be improved health 
status or increased life expectancy. The department’s reports contained information that 
accurately represented some of the department’s work but did not capture the full 
range of outcomes.”12 

Karen Hogan, Auditor General of Canada, explained what the problem is in the 
following way: 

Global Affairs Canada also needs to address how it measures longer-term outcomes. We 
found that the department focused on short-term outputs, with only 2 of 26 policy 
indicators measuring outcomes. An example of this was a project to build washrooms 
and handwashing stations in schools to make them more welcoming for girls who might 
otherwise miss class when they are menstruating. The department did not track this 
project’s outcomes, such as whether school attendance and completion rates improved 
for girls over the long term.13 

The OAG assessed 60 projects to determine whether the department demonstrated that 
it tracked policy indicators and found that the department only used 35 of these projects 

 
12 OAG, International Assistance in support of gender equality—Global Affairs Canada, Report 4 of the 2023 

Reports of the Auditor General of Canada, para. 4.22. 

13 House of Commons, Standing committee on Public Accounts, Evidence, 1st session, 44th Parliament, 
20 April 2023, Meeting No. 58, 1535. 

https://www.oag-bvg.gc.ca/internet/English/att__e_44227.html
https://www.ourcommons.ca/DocumentViewer/en/44-1/PACP/meeting-58/evidence
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to report on policy goals. According to the OAG, “reporting that omits almost half of the 
projects is incomplete.”14 Annex B contains more information on these 60 projects. 

Furthermore, the Treasury Board’s Policy on Results requires that management measure 
and evaluate departmental progress toward its policy goals so that it can improve 
programs, policies, and services. GAC’s senior management did not, and were unable 
to, review the complete impact of programming. Without a full account of project 
outcomes, senior management could not respond to evolving conditions and make 
changes to improve policy implementation. Sound information management and 
improved monitoring and evaluation of projects against policy goals would enable senior 
management to make evidence-based decisions to improve outcomes for women 
and girls.15 

Consequently, the OAG made the following recommendation: 

Global Affairs Canada should adjust its performance indicators to measure both outputs 
and outcomes so that it fully reports on the impact of funding against policy goals and 
priorities to improve gender equality and outcomes for women and girls.16 

In its action plan, GAC sets out three measures to address this recommendation: 

• Include in the Terms of Reference of the International Assistance 
Operations Committee, semi-annual discussions focused on high-level 
review of international assistance policy-level outcomes (e.g., reviews of 
new policy-level results frameworks, early input into departmental 
international assistance reporting, reviews aggregate data from annual 
reporting exercises). Expected completion date: May 30, 2023. 

• Identify options for better public reporting on results and to better equip 
policy-level monitoring and decision-making with outcome-level results 
information, including a review of GAC’s approach to Key Performance 
Indicators for [International Assistance]. Expected completion date: 
March 31, 2024. 

• As part of the [Grants and Contributions] Transformation initiative, 
implement a new results-based management information system that 

 
14 OAG, International Assistance in support of gender equality—Global Affairs Canada, Report 4 of the 2023 

Reports of the Auditor General of Canada, para. 4.23. 

15 Ibid., paras. 4.26 and 4.27. 

16 Ibid., para. 4.28. 

https://www.oag-bvg.gc.ca/internet/English/att__e_44227.html
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will facilitate the gathering, aggregation, utilization and publication of 
results information for decision-making, learning and public 
accountability. Expected completion date: December 31, 2026.17 

The Committee already indicated in the preceding section that it expects the new 
information management system to be completed earlier than 31 December 2026. 
Regarding the new approach to key performance indicators, it therefore recommends: 

Recommendation 2—On the Tracking of Departmental Outcomes 

That, by 31 March 2024, Global Affairs Canada present the House of Commons Standing 
Committee on Public Accounts with a report on its new international assistance 
performance indicators; these indicators should measure not only outputs, but also 
outcomes. 

3. Gender-Based Analysis Plus 

The OAG found that, in its project document analyses, “the department integrated 
gender equality, following its internal guidance for consistency and accuracy … the 
gender equality assessments contained sufficient detail to establish that the projects … 
met the department’s standards for gender integration.”18 

However, the “gender equality assessment process for projects did not consistently 
include analysis of intersecting identify factors, apart from age. Without integrating 
factors such as location or family status into the gender equality assessments, it was not 
clear how the department assessed the degree to which projects were designed to 
deliver inclusive programming.”19 

Consequently, the OAG made the following recommendation: 

Global Affairs Canada should consider identity factors beyond age in its project-level 
gender equality assessments to support inclusive programming.20 

 
17 GAC, Detailed Action Plan, p. 2. 

18 OAG, International Assistance in support of gender equality—Global Affairs Canada, Report 4 of the 2023 
Reports of the Auditor General of Canada, para. 4.32. 

19 Ibid., para. 4.33. 

20 Ibid., para. 4.48. 

https://www.noscommunes.ca/Content/Committee/441/PACP/WebDoc/WD11472270/PACP-Sessional-ActionPlans/2023-OAG/Rpt04/GlobalAffairsCanada-e.pdf
https://www.oag-bvg.gc.ca/internet/English/att__e_44227.html
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According to its action plan, the department is planning to take the following measures 
in response to this recommendation: 

• Increase awareness for project planning staff of the requirement and 
available tools to consider intersectionality in gender equality 
assessments including through information sessions, in line with 2020 
guidance. Expected completion date: 31 May 2023. 

• Taking into account how intersecting identity factors are addressed in 
other aspects of project planning (e.g., human rights analysis, description 
of beneficiaries) and compliance with Government of Canada gender-
based analysis plus guidelines, conduct a review of: 

• best practices and challenges in the consideration of intersecting 
identity factors in project-level gender equality assessments; and 

• external best practices in considering intersecting identity factors in 
the delivery of gender equality results. Expected completion date: 
31 October 2023. 

• Based on the findings from the above review, carry out necessary 
adjustments of existing gender equality, human rights and project 
management guidance, tools, training and processes, and elaborate new 
resources, if required, to enhance the consideration of identity factors 
beyond age in project-level gender equality assessments. Expected 
completion date: 30 January 2024.21 

During the hearing, Christopher MacLennan explained the following: 

As I mentioned, the policy was launched in 2017. Between 2017 and 2020, we 
absolutely recognized exactly the issue that the Auditor General has pointed out here. 

In 2020, significant changes were made to our approach to doing gender-based analysis, 
and that’s when the plus was added. We added those criteria of, as I’ve said, ethnicity, 
race, religion and age, these intersecting things that may contribute to increased 
vulnerability and that should be integrated into the way that projects are designed and 
rolled out. 

The 10 projects that the Auditor General looked at were all approved prior to 2020, so 
they were all approved prior to the change that was made in the department in 2020. 

 
21 GAC, Detailed Action Plan, p. 4. 

https://www.noscommunes.ca/Content/Committee/441/PACP/WebDoc/WD11472270/PACP-Sessional-ActionPlans/2023-OAG/Rpt04/GlobalAffairsCanada-e.pdf
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What we’re going to do, though, is launch immediately a review to verify that the 
changes we made in 2020 respond to the findings that the Auditor General had of 
projects that existed prior to 2020, and, if changes are necessary, if we need to change 
procedures, if we need to change training, for example, or if we need to change the 
guidance documents that our project officers use, then we’ll undertake that.22 

Therefore, the Committee recommends: 

Recommendation 3—On Gender-Based Analysis Plus 

That, by 31 January 2024, Global Affairs Canada present the House of Commons Standing 
Committee on Public Accounts with a report on the adjustments of existing guidance, 
tools, training and processes to enhance the consideration of identity factors beyond age 
in project-level assessments. 

B. Achievement of Commitments 

In 2017–2018, the department committed to spend: 

• 80% of bilateral funding for gender-integrated projects; 

• 15% of bilateral funding for gender-targeted projects; and 

• 50% of bilateral funding for projects in sub‑Saharan Africa.23 

In 2021–2022, only the first commitment was achieved (89%); however, the second 
(10%) and third (48%) were not.24 The OAG did not make a recommendation in this area. 
During the hearing, Christopher MacLennan provided the following explanation of the 
department’s inability to achieve all of the commitments: 

I can assure you that those three commitments are tracked very regularly. We’ve been 
tracking them since the moment the policy was launched. 

The degree of change from 2017, quite honestly, is quite significant. As an example, the 
commitment with respect to gender equality-focused programming moved from our 

 
22 House of Commons, Standing committee on Public Accounts, Evidence, 1st session, 44th Parliament, 

20 April 2023, Meeting No. 58, 1655. 

23 OAG, International Assistance in support of gender equality—Global Affairs Canada, Report 4 of the 2023 
Reports of the Auditor General of Canada, Exhibit 4.4 – text version. 

24 Ibid. 

https://www.ourcommons.ca/DocumentViewer/en/44-1/PACP/meeting-58/evidence
https://www.oag-bvg.gc.ca/internet/English/att__e_44227.html
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baseline of 3% in 2015–16 to a total of 12% in 2021. It had actually gone to 14% in 
2019–20. 

We track it on a regular basis throughout the year and the change over time was quite 
significant for that one. On sub-Saharan Africa, we reached a high of 49%, which is just 
shy of actually achieving the target that was made. 

I can let the committee know that the department regularly manages its budget against 
a long number of programming commitments and spending commitments. That’s 
normal. It’s gone on for as long as I’ve worked in international assistance, which is 
numerous years now and through numerous governments. The difficulty with a 
percentage target, however, is that we don’t always control the denominator. What 
took place with COVID-19, followed by the invasion of Ukraine, fundamentally changed 
the denominator. 

Ukraine and other crises are not in sub-Saharan Africa, so Canada ramping up its efforts 
to respond to those crises obviously had a negative impact on the percentage total 
going to sub-Saharan Africa. For COVID-19, the nature of the investments we made 
were fundamentally about immediately procuring and distributing vaccines. That 
doesn’t lend itself to being a GE3, as it’s called. As a result, our ability to hit that target 
was diminished.25 

CONCLUSION 

Global Affairs Canada was unable to demonstrate how Canada’s Feminist International 
Assistance Policy contributed to improving gender equality in low- and middle-income 
countries. Significant weaknesses in its information management practices prevented it 
from assessing outcomes and reporting completely to Parliament and Canadians. 

Consequently, the Committee has made three recommendations to ensure that the 
Office of the Auditor General’s recommendations are properly followed, and that the 
department provide evidence of this to the Committee through progress reports. These 
recommendations concern information management, the tracking of departmental 
outcomes and gender-based analysis plus. 

 
25 House of Commons, Standing committee on Public Accounts, Evidence, 1st session, 44th Parliament, 

20 April 2023, Meeting No. 58, 1705. 

https://www.ourcommons.ca/DocumentViewer/en/44-1/PACP/meeting-58/evidence
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APPENDIX A—WRITTEN RESPONSE FROM 
GLOBAL AFFAIRS CANADA 

In response to a question during the hearing, Global Affairs Canada provided the 
following information. 

INFORMATION PROVIDED BY GLOBAL AFFAIRS CANADA TO THE 
OFFICE OF THE AUDITOR GENERAL 

The Office of the Auditor General’s (OAG) team submitted a request for project 
documentation to Global Affairs Canada’s (GAC) to be provided within five business 
days. The GAC Office of the Chief Audit Executive immediately took action upon 
receiving the request and advised the OAG team that it would take more than the 
requested five business days to provide project documentation due to the wide-ranging 
nature of the documents. Overall, 459 project specific documents, in addition to 
approximately 300 documents related to GAC’s policies and program management, were 
provided to the OAG. 

The specific document request involved projects managed by over 50 different projects 
officers located all around the world. The mobility of GAC’s international assistance 
workforce, in part due to the rotational human resource system, in addition to the 
challenges for project officers, especially those working in the field who have no or 
limited access to corporate information management systems, also contributed to delays 
in sharing documents. In addition, early in the process, GAC should have clarified with 
the OAG which documents were required to consider the file completed. This would 
have narrowed the search for missing documents. It is for these reasons that the 
Department has committed to redoubling our efforts to ensure that we have the 
effective information management and outcome measurement systems in place to 
demonstrate to Canadians the value of our investments. Moreover, GAC’s Office of the 
Chief Audit Executive is currently developing a protocol, which will include the process 
for managing information requests, to better support future OAG audits.
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APPENDIX B—WRITTEN RESPONSE FROM THE 
OFFICE OF THE AUDITOR GENERAL 

In response to a question during the hearing, the Office of the Auditor General provided 
the following information. 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION FROM THE OFFICE OF THE AUDITOR 
GENERAL ON AUDITED INTERNATIONAL ASSISTANCE PROJECTS 

I would like to take this opportunity to clarify what we examined at the project level 
regarding outcomes. At the project level, we reviewed documents from a sample of 
60 bilaterally funded projects out of the 619 projects launched after 1 April 2017 for 
which the department had at least 1 year of reporting. As part of the approval process, 
Global Affairs Canada required all project proposals to include a logic model that 
defined associated outputs and outcomes. The project documentation we reviewed 
demonstrated that project officers were monitoring and approving payments as projects 
achieved milestones. For all of the projects we reviewed, we found that recipient 
organizations reported on project results, which included a mix of outputs and 
outcomes, to the project officers in the department. We do not have a further 
breakdown of information at the project level. 

We looked to see whether all of these project results were rolled up at the department 
level and linked to the indicators that were used for external reporting. We found that 
Global Affairs Canada used data from 35 of the 60 projects to report externally on 
corporate results. For the remaining 25 projects, we saw no evidence that data was 
included in corporate reporting. Attached you will find a list of the 60 projects 
we reviewed. 
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Table 1—List of 60 projects we reviewed and their inclusion in 
corporate reporting 

Project title as provided by Global Affairs Canada (OAG 
translation of project title in brackets)  

Global Affairs Canada provided evidence that 
project data was reported at the corporate level 

1. Strengthening recovery response on gender-based 
violence post cyclone in Mozambique 

No 

2. Building a baseline for sexual and reproductive human 
rights data in Mozambique, COVID-19 

Yes 

3. Reaching the poorest: quality sexual and reproductive 
health services in Mozambique  

Yes 

4. Humanitarian Response Plan 2018: United Nations 
Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs, for 
West Bank and Gaza 

No 

5. Technical support for education strategy No 

6. Reducing sexual and reproductive human rights gaps, 
Central America 

Yes 

7. Humanitarian Response Plan 2019: protecting the 
dignity of female heads of households in the Gaza Strip 
(AISHA: association for woman and child protection)  

No 

8. Rights and Economic Development for Nepal’s 
Empowered Women) 

No 

9. Support to electoral process in Tunisia No 

10. Protective learning and nurturing environments 
(PLANE): bringing young and adolescent girls to new 
heights  

Yes 

11. Support to inter-agency network for education in 
emergencies for girls and women 

No 

12. No to gender-based violence in Sri Lanka No 

13. Inspiring action: Manitoba Council for International 
Cooperation  

No 

14. United Nations verification and inspection, Yemen Yes 

15. Making trade work for women in Africa: Lesotho, 
Uganda, Madagascar, and Ethiopia 

Yes 

16. Abolition de mutilations génitales de filles, Bénin 
(abolition of genital mutilation of girls, Benin) 

No 

17. Community resilience to climate change, Senegal Yes 
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Project title as provided by Global Affairs Canada (OAG 
translation of project title in brackets)  

Global Affairs Canada provided evidence that 
project data was reported at the corporate level 

18. Inspiring action: Alberta Council for Global Cooperation No 

19. Improving sexual and reproductive human rights for 
women and girls in Latin America and Sub-Saharan 
Africa (She Decides) 

Yes 

20. Strengthening resilience in Rohingya, Cox’s Bazar, 
Bangladesh 

Yes 

21. Girls education in Tanzania: girls retention and 
transition initiative 

Yes 

22. Women’s economic empowerment in Mongolia Yes 

23. Securing women’s economic empowerment in Donbas, 
Ukraine 

No 

24. Humanitarian Response Plan 2019: World Food 
Programme  

No 

25. Empowering civil society for women and girls Yes 

26. Sharing her voice on air (Voix de Femme)  
(woman’s voice) 

Yes 

27. Women’s rights and gender-sensitive justice Yes 

28. Women’s voice and leadership, Ukraine No 

29. Reaching girls everywhere: increasing youth access to 
family planning and contraceptives, Democratic 
Republic of the Congo and Mali—support to United 
Nations Population Fund (UNFPA) and supplies  

Yes 

30. Small and medium organizations: capacity-building and 
knowledge (Spur Change) 

No 

31. Women’s voice and leadership, Colombia Yes 

32. Women’s voice and leadership, Peru: Cuso 
International 

No 

33. Renforcement santé reproductive, Bénin (Passerelle) 
(improving reproductive health, Benin (Passerelle)) 

Yes 

34. Livelihood support and women’s empowerment, Cox’s 
Bazar, Bangladesh 

Yes 

35. Strengthening federalism and inclusive governance in 
Myanmar  

Yes 
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Project title as provided by Global Affairs Canada (OAG 
translation of project title in brackets)  

Global Affairs Canada provided evidence that 
project data was reported at the corporate level 

36. Adaptation des populations côtières et économie 
bleue, Afrique de l’Ouest (adaptation of coastal 
populations and the blue economy, West Africa) 

Yes 

37. WEE Ghana: Empowering women in non-traditional 
trades for Northern Ghana 

Yes 

38. Improving access to education in tribal districts of 
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, Pakistan 

Yes 

39. Women’s rights, action, and advocacy project, 
Philippines 

No 

40. Accès équitable à l’éducation, Cameroun  
(equitable access to education, Cameroon) 

Yes 

41. 2019 election observation mission, Ukraine No 

42. Beyond borders: safe spaces for girls No 

43. Women and youth entrepreneurs leading change, West 
Bank and Gaza (OBADER project) 

No 

44. Support to United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA) 
supplies 2018–2020: increasing access to family 
planning and contraceptives 

Yes 

45. Emergency appeal: United Nations Relief and Works 
Agency (UNRWA), 2018, West Bank and Gaza 

Yes 

46. Food security and empowerment of women in Cox’s 
Bazar, Bangladesh 

Yes 

47. Advancing sexual and reproductive human rights in 
Cabo Delgado, Mozambique (SPARC) 

Yes 

48. Strengthening audit institutions Yes 

49. Plan for girls: improved realization of the rights and 
well-being of adolescent girls in Benin and Cameroon 

No 

50. Combat absenteeism and barriers to education in 
Mozambique 

Yes 

51. Femmes Agriculture Résilience (FAR), Sénégal  
(resilient women and agriculture, Senegal) 

Yes 

52. Santé sexuelle et reproductive au Mali (sexual and 
reproductive health in Mali) 

Yes 

53. Natural Infrastructure for Water Security (NIWS) Yes 

54. Global financing facility phase II No 
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Project title as provided by Global Affairs Canada (OAG 
translation of project title in brackets)  

Global Affairs Canada provided evidence that 
project data was reported at the corporate level 

55. Municipal services and social resilience (infrastructure) 
in Jordan 

No 

56. Renewable energy in small island developments No 

57. Strengthening national sexual and reproductive health 
services in Mozambique 

Yes 

58. Accès aux services de santé à Kinshasa, République 
démocratique du Congo (access to health services in 
Kinshasa, Democratic Republic of the Congo) 

Yes 

59. Delivering for girls and women in multiple countries No 

60. Family health houses for Afghanistan Yes 

Table 2—Total of Projects 
 

Totals 

No 25 

Yes 35 

Total number of projects 60 
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APPENDIX C 
LIST OF WITNESSES 

The following table lists the witnesses who appeared before the committee at its 
meetings related to this report. Transcripts of all public meetings related to this report 
are available on the committee’s webpage for this study. 

Organizations and Individuals Date Meeting 

Department of Foreign Affairs, Trade and 
Development 

Natalie Lalonde, Chief Audit Executive 
Office of the Chief Audit Executive 

Christopher MacLennan, Deputy Minister, 
International Development 

Patricia Peña, Assistant Deputy Minister, 
Partnerships for Development Innovation 

2023/04/20 58 

Office of the Auditor General 

Martin Dompierre, Assistant Auditor General 

Karen Hogan, Auditor General 

Susan Robertson, Director 

2023/04/20 58 

https://www.ourcommons.ca/Committees/en/PACP/StudyActivity?studyActivityId=12132607
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REQUEST FOR GOVERNMENT RESPONSE 

Pursuant to Standing Order 109, the committee requests that the government table a 
comprehensive response to this Report. 

A copy of the relevant Minutes of Proceedings (Meetings Nos. 58 and 81) is tabled. 

Respectfully submitted, 

John Williamson 
Chair

https://www.ourcommons.ca/Committees/en/PACP/StudyActivity?studyActivityId=12132607
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